Responsibility & Choice*

What is self-responsibility? Why is it the key to controlling the outcomes and experiences of your life? When faced with a choice, do YOU choose the role of Victim or Creator?

When people keep doing what they’ve been doing even when it doesn’t work, they are acting as **VICTIMS**

When people change their beliefs and behaviors to create the best results they can, they are acting as **CREATORS**

---

**Stimulus**

i.e. something happens

**Choice**

What do YOU do?

---

**Victims …**

- Blame others
- Complain
- Make excuses
- Repeat ineffective behavior
- “Have to” do things
- Pretend their problems belong to others
- “Try”
- Give up

**Creators …**

- **Accept responsibility**
- **Take actions**
- **Seek solutions**
- **Do something new**
- **“Choose to” do things**
- **Own** their problems
- **Commit** & follow through
- **Take control** of their choices & their lives!

---

**FAILURE**

Victims **seldom** achieve goals

**SUCCESS**

Creators **often** achieve goals

---

Puentistas are **CREATORS**! They take responsibility, take control of their choices, own the Puente Foundation for Learning, uses Puente resources, and achieves their goals. It’s a matter of attitude. Need help? Speak with the Puente Counselor about being a Creator and taking more control of your choice.